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Panel Urges Social Justice
by Thomas P. Moore
Changes in the core curriculum that would include more courses in Peace and Justice and a
possible required amount of hours working with
those in need, were some of the topics covered
at a conference that was held at the St. Ignatius
House on Monday, February 11. The overall theme
of the seminar that drew from the student body
and administration as well as the faculty dealt with
the injustices that exist on campus.
A committee of six members, two from each
of the three sectors of the university, was formed
to study ways to correct these social problems
and injustices. Sister Alice Gallin, O.S.U., the Executive Director of the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities, from Washington, DC,
moderated the full day of discussions and group
meetings.
Both Villanova University in Pennsylvania and
Manhattan College in New York City have curriculum programs dealing with these topics of social justice and peace studies.
The six representatives from the conference
that are members of the steering committee are
Mr. James D. Fitzpatrick, the Assistant Dean of
the Campus Center—University Activities and
Rev. John W. Keegan, S.J., the Director of Stu■ dent Residences from the administration; Professors Kevin Cassidy of the Politics Department and
Paul Lakeland of the Religious Studies Department from the faculty; and two students, Ralph
L. Davis '87 and Dennis P. Heffern '88.
Invitations to this full day of hashing out the various social problems that exist on Fairfield's campus and the listing of the specific ways that these
injustices are seen in the classrooms, dorms,
houses and buildings of Fairfield came out of the
office of Rev. Christopher F. Mooney, S.J., the Vice

President of Academics. Sister Alice Gallin held
the format of the day together by having discussions in both large groups and small, each time
throwing around various topics that related to the
social situation at the university as well as in the
world.
One conclusion that the body of university people reached was that representatives from the staff
of the university should be invited to have some
input at the next month's meeting. It was stressed
that their input is needed and that they should
be represented on the committee of six that is
now reviewing the progress and proposals of the
meeting that was held last Monday.
Discussion involved the topic of the campus'
'homogeneity', the lack of variety in terms of abundance of minority students or faculty and administrators from different racial and social
backgrounds. Some members of the panel felt
that this sameness existing at Fairfield is one of
the positive parts of the school. These people felt
that the current enrollment would decline if the
trend of sameness was tampered with by bringing more of a spectrum of students and faculty
as well as administration to the university. Other
defenses of the 'homogeneity' hinged on the ease
that this situation creates when problems crop
up at the school, making the job of solving the
crisis easier because of the familiarity with the
manner in which those on campus will react.
The two students who are on the six member
steering committee, Dennis Heffern and Ralph
Davis, stressed that in addition to the possible
plans for core modification, other plans were discussed. The two undergrads talked of getting the
professors to incorporate various topics covered
in guests' lectures into the subject being discussed in class in order to give more of an interdisciplinary sense to the daily curriculum. .

Marie Mateos and Tom Begley, both of the class of 1986, have recently been named Senior
Week Co-chairs. The two will be planning for the week that commences May 15 and will
be choosing members of the Senior Week staff soon. For a related story, please turn
to page 2.

More Deaths On Highway
Turnpike Crashes Continue
by Stephen J. Humes
Another crossover crash occured on I-95 last
Friday, claiming two lives and injuring two people, State Police reported.
The crash was the fourth "crossover" type accident which claimed lives on the Connecticut

Reagan's Proposals Slash Financial Aid
by Denise Murphy
Under President Ronald Reagan's proposal to
drastically cut government outlays for education
by $2.3 billion, Congress will be asked to trim
financial aid to college students by a 27%
margin—a cut that could translate into hard times
for many students at Fairfield.
Reagan's plan calls not only for heavy cuts in
three of the federal government's six major aid
programs. Coupled with these proposed
decreases are new, stricter eligibility requirements
for families and students which would serve to
limit access to the already shrinking federal
dollars.
One restriction would put an annual cap of
$4,000 on the amount of all forms of aid to a student, along with a requirement that all students
provide at least $800 toward their education costs
in order to qualify for federal aid. In addition to
individual program changes, the President's
budget also calls for an amendment of the criteria currently used to determine whether a student
is self-supporting. Any student who has not attained 22 years of age by July 1 of the award year
shall be deemed dependent unless that student
is an.orphan or a ward of the court. Students who
are older than 22 years of age by this date must
provide proof of economic self-sufficiency to become independent.

In order to receive a Pell grant or direct loan
from the government, a family's adjusted gross
income could not exceed $25,000. Larry Wilkes,
Director of Financial Aid at Fairfield commented,
"22% of the recipients at Fairfield would be eliminated with this rule alone. Those under the
$25,000 maximum would be cut drastically."
Guaranteed Student Loans are a program
designed to promote the availability of loans from
banks to students and their parents after taking
into consideration family financial resources and
other forms of student assistance. A ceiling of
$32,500 per family would be established by Reagan's proposals whereby any family regardless
of size or number in college would be ineligible.
Wilkes remarked that, "61% of Fairfield's
recipients would be cut off. Just under 1500 students are receiving loans this year. 900 of these
would be eliminated. Nationwide, this would make
900,000 students ineligible for loans. In short, the
cuts would be a slap at the grass-roots middle
income sector of our country."
A drop in the overall amount of Work/Study jobs
available would also accompany the fiscal year
'86 proposals. Currently, 300 students are employed in Work/Study positions. "Over the next
two years this could be drastically cut," said
Wilkes. "This figure would be reduced by 25%
over the next two years which means that 75 jobs
here would be lost." These cuts will no doubt work
out to cost the university more money. The univer-

sity will be forced to transfer students from the
Work/Study to the regular payroll in order to provide university services such as those at the
library and the Rec-Plex.
Stated Wilkes, "We are approaching $12,000
per year for total cost. If we can subsidize students with only $4,000 from government funding,
this leaves an $8,000 gap which must be picked
up by the school and/or the student." Wilkes also
added, "For incoming freshmen classes, the cuts
will be taking away the opportunity to attend the
college of their choice, forcing them to go to the
one they can afford." Dallas Martin, Executive
Director of the National Assoc. of Student Financial Aid administrators, commented on the subject, "We won't have to worry about a Third World
War. There won't be anyone smart enough to
press the button." Wilkes mentioned that the cutbacks could lead to a large number of dropouts
and transfers for Fairfield."
The Financial Aid Office encourages students
and parents to write their Congressmen to vote
against the proposal. Connecticut residents will
be relieved to know that Senator Lowell Weicker
has already come out against these cuts, promising he will not let them through Congress. Congress has been in recess, but is expected to
reconvene on February 19, at which time they will
begin discussion. Information is now available in
the Financial Aid office located on the ground floor
of Loyola.

Turnpike since last October. In each case, a truck
or car jumped the median and struck oncoming
traffic.
• On October 1,1984, a tractor-trailer jumped
the median and crossed into oncoming traffic killing four people. That accident was caused by a
blown front tire, and Transportation Commissioner
J. William Burns admitted that Jersey barriers
might have stopped the truck from entering oncoming traffic.
• On October 4,1984, a Stamford woman died
after her car crossed a guardrail on the turnpike
in Stamford and crashed into an oncoming truck.
• On January 13, 1985, a Stratford man was
killed when another car crossed the median,
crashing in Greenwich.
• Last Friday's crash, when a tanker truck lost
control crashing into two westbound cars before
jumping the median and crushing an oncoming
car.
Connecticut's Department of Transportation is
currently installing the "Jersey" barriers on I-95.
These barriers are designed to redirect traffic
back into the lane, while preventing head-on collisions. Some sections of Interstate 95 in Greenwich and Stamford already have the Jersey
barriers.
Of the two cars struck before the truck jumped
the guardrail in last Friday's crash, one was occupied by Sandra Burgess, '86, of 2142 Fairfield
Beach Road. Miss Burgess and Polly Woolbert,
also of 2142 Fairfield Beach Road, were passengers in a car driven by Karen Rogers of 65
Colony Road, Westport. All three women escaped
injury and could not be reached for comment.
The other car which the truck hit in the eastbound lane landed on the guardrail. The driver,
Richard Ratkowsky of Suffern, N.Y. was treated
for a leg injury and released.
The truck landed on a car driving Eastbound.
Both occupants, of West Virginia, were killed.

Bloodmobile Falls Short
by Christine Ryan

SNA and Circle K gathered 388 pints of blood on the 13th and 14th of February. First time donors
are down.
[Photo by Silvia DeGirolamo and Amani HefzallahJ

The second Bloodmobile fell short of its anticipated goal of 500 pints with a total turnout of only
388 during the two-day event.
There were over 230 donors the first day and
"It all ran very smoothly with a constant flow," stated Tim Martin, President of Circle K who cosponsored the event with the Student Nurses' Association. Mr. Martin had no explanation as to why
the attendance dropped during the second day.
"We were pleased with how the staffing went
over the two days," Martin continued. Reattributed some of that to the fact that nursing students
were allowed to work off their clinical time through
this project.
When asked why the turnout was low, Martin
attributed it to a type of "midwinter apathy, .plus
a lot of kids went home early (for the three-day

weekend)."
According to the registers, there were very few
first-time donors. This may have been because
of various illnesses around campus during the
winter months. The number of deferrals was about
average and there were very few adverse
reactions.
"The student turnout was good and there were
many walk-ins from the neighboring communities," Martin declared. The amount of publicity
outside the campus was increased this year.
The need for blood is a constant battle throughout the country. In the United States, doctors
prescribe some 12 million transfusions for over
3.5 million people yearly. Doctors are now in the
process of developing a blood test that will screen
out AIDS from donated blood, yet there has never
been a danger of contracting AIDS by donating.
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Speakout:

Have You
Used The
Writing Center?
Why, Why Not?
Joe Fay '87
Chemistry
"No, I haven't used the Writing Center yet. So
far my English teachers have been able to give me
any help that I need in class."

Compiled by
Chris Tyier

Erin Higgins '87
Math
"No, I have never used the Writing Center before. Because, first of all, I don't know where it is,
which is most of the problem. Also, my major does
not require me to write many papers."

Fred Allen '86
English
Craig Inciardi '86
Psychology
"No, the Writing Center is for those who have
not mastered basic writing skills. Luckily, we have
no reason to use the Center, and besides—we write
English real good."

Seilers' Contract Renewed
by Connie McKenna
At a sparsely attended meeting of the food committee, the results of the fall food survey were
presented.
The students attending the meal on the night
of the questionnaire were asked to rate the Seilers food service in terms of variety of the menu,
general appearance of the food, quality of the
food, special events and availability of seconds,
as well as questions about the attitude and availability of personnel, and the effectiveness of the
dining hall council. Seilers was judged on an
honors/pass/fail basis, with 30% of the students
attending dinner that night answering the questionnaire.
The majority of the students who responded
to the survey "passed" Seilers on each question,
with the exception of "temperature of food" which
58% rated "fail." Seilers won the highest percen-

tage of "honors" on the questions dealing with
availability of seconds, availability of items posted on the menu, and special events.
James Fitzpatrick, assistant dean, also announced that Seilers would once again be contracted to provide food service for the '85-86
school year. He expressed some dissatisfaction
in the limited attendance at the meeting since,
he stated, "every member of the residence hall
council had been notified well in advance of the
meeting." He urged students to think of themselves as "consumers" when eating in the cafeteria, and to let food service personnel know when
something about the food is unsatisfactory.
A "Meet the Manager" night is planned for
Wednesday nights so that students can communicate their ideas, questions or complaints to a
manager. The bulletin board in the cafeteria is
also considered by management to be a primary
source of student input.

Senior Week Plans Begin
by Oenise Murphy
Co-chairs for Senior Week 1985 were recently
chosen by Gary Stephenson, Assistant Director
of the Campus Center, and Kim Hale, Assistant
Director of University Activities.
In charge of the week of activities preceeding
graduation will be Marie Mateos and Tom Begley.
Marie is a junior from Massapaque, Long Island.
She is a math major, lives in Koska Hall and lifeguards at the Rec Plex.
Tom is a junior from Teaneck, New Jersey. He
is a math major also, and lives in Claver. He is
actively involved in the intramural program.
Both commented that this year's Senior Week

promises to be fun, exciting and event-filled.
Senior is still in the planning stages. Some events
will be altered slightly from last year. Anyone interested in contributing ideas or suggestions is
asked to contact Marie or Tom.
The Co-chairs, under the guidance of the Campus Center staff, supervise about fifteen subchairs and eighty committee workers during the
seven day occasion. Some events included will
be a picnic, champagne reception, semi-formal
and parents' dance. The slide show is also a
favorite. Tom and Marie are in the process of
selection sub-chairs. They will be announced by
February 26.

Boos

To the townhouse shuttle for not publicizing the
schedule changes that went into effect last week.
It's not fun walking in the cold. To the cockroaches
in the dorms... any sighting is nasty, no matter
if if is one roach or many roaches. Get rid of them!
To the continuing trend of underfunding educational aid to universities. Thank you, Mr. Reagan,
for cutting back on this money which has been
proven a good investment.

Cheer of the week to Chuck Hacker, Super Fan,
for taking on the lona fans. To the Campus Center
staff for going out of their way to please those who
remained on campus this weekend... Bugs Bunny has never been better. To the Caddyshack party
on Friday... plenty of beer, plenty of people, no
wait, alot of fun. To Fairfield's whipping of lona
on Saturday. Way to go, Stags!

Persiflage: A Unifying Element
by Martin P. Healy
After the age of floor parties and impromptus
had passed from the quad forever, underclassmen, especially freshmen, had little opportunity
to get out and meet their fellow classmates. "We
wanted to unify the campus," explained Chris
'McDuff Ritchie, Editor of Persiflage. "We can't
drink, so we had to find a way to bring some of
the underclassmen together."
The result was the Persiflage, the first underground newspaper at Fairfield in many years.
When the freshmen of Regis ground sought an
answer to this unity problem, an underground
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Cheers

newspaper, popular at many high schools,
seemed like the right answer, "A collection was
taken up on the floor, and we were able to put
out 300 copies." McDuff expanded, "It was supposed to be primarily a freshman newspaper, but
the upperclassmen loved it."
After the first issue, demand increased and Persiflage was able to put out 1000 copies the next
time with some help from various dorm councils.
The third issue expanded to 1500 copies, with
many finding their way down to the Beach.
While the paper had no guidelines the first term,
the school found the content non-objectionable.
If the paper did not offend anyone, reasoned the
staff, "Why not become a club? Besides applying for funds, we would be able to sponsor some
activities, such as a Transvestite beauty contest,
and maybe even a guest speaker. If any of the
issues become objectionable, we could always
back out and become underground again."
In addition to McDuff, the Persiflage staff includes Rich 'Beethoven' Carella, President, and
Tom 'Muff' Mafale, Vice President. The club is
moderated by English professor Richard Regan.
"Persiflage is primarily a social organization, open
to all students. We have 120 members now, and
we could always use some more."
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FAIRFIELD PRINTING
CENTER
259-6888
1342 KINGS HIGHWAY CUT-OFF

Yes — we really do deliver the "goodies"
and they are good —

RIGHT ACROSS FROM CARVEL
ICE CREAM AT THE CIRCLE

Sunday

Delivery—11 a.m.-9 p.m. M—S Tam.-7 p.m.

Just pick up the phone and soon
you will be enjoying our...
Homemade Soup - Stews • Chili
or one of our many delicious sandwiches
hot or cold featuring Boars Head products
Ask about our daily specials
Party Platters are our specialty.

1779 POST RD., FAIRFIELD
***** 259-0099*****

, Stanley H. Kaplan

The Smart

MOVE!

! CLASSES FORMING NOW AT

Sk*jM KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists
Since 1938
For Information. Please Call:

1-789-1169 (collect)
New MCAT Class Begins
Sat., February 23, 9 a.m.
101 Whitney Avenue
New Haven, Conn.
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Use The Writing Center
With the recent publicity surge and the cropping up of its name in the F.U.S.A. election,
the Writing Center is striving to get the use that it deserves. A university without a well
set up center to help students with the written word finds itself seriously lacking. Fairfield
is trying. By branching out with upcoming programs designed to help students and professors with topics from job applications to foreign language study to the fine art of exam
taking as well as spelling, strides are being made toward getting the Center on people's
agendas.
Large universities out in forgotten places like Iowa, have writing programs that hire famous poets and novelists from around the world to work at their university, teach a few
writing courses and set aside some hours in their day to work in their own version of a
writing center.

Page 3
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The basic practicality of the matter is that most students don't have the time or the foresight to present a rough draft to someone to proofread before the project is due on the
professor's desk or the application is to be on your prospective employer's desk. There
are many on campus who don't work far enough ahead of time to benefit from the services of good editing and proofreading. Every. Thursday morning, readers probably wish
the writers and editors of this publication had the time to stop in to see the staff of the Center.
By branching out and offering these specific programs, more and more people will start
hearing about the Writing Center and soon more students and faculty will even start to
use it.
Jay LoVetere's platform, which commented on the current use and popularity, or lack
of popularity, of such an important facility was well put. This point should not be forgotten
by the victor of the F.U.S. A. battle. Let this idea serve to get more students into the Writing
Center. If it gets used to the point of overcrowding, maybe the funding for it wilt increase
and the next time you stop in, Norman Mailer will be sitting behind the desk of that anonymous quiet office in F.O.B., ready to help you. Through use, the Writing Center will better
itself.
Making time to stop in and speak to a professor about your writing, or a question you
have about a resume, or an essay for an application is time well invested. The Writing
Center is striving to get the use of the people here, and anyone who writes should give
them a try. Even if it's only your desire to spell a little better, they can help.
\

Letters
Cockroaches Found in Seller's . Ana,ysis
To the Editor:
After a long day on Monday, February 11, I
leisurely strolled to the land of Seller's fine cuisine. As my girlfriend and I sat down, we both commented on how hungry we were. She had a long
day in Chemistry Lab, and I had a fun day of cleaning up my room after the weekend's festivities.
Finally, we began to dig into our dinners. I had
the ribs and corn, while she bravely dined on the
roast beef and the monster potatoes. After taking a couple mouthfuls of our food, my girlfriend
screamed, pointing to two cockroaches crawling
across her tray. Seeing the creatures crawling
amongst her roast beef, I felt like my roommate
did after he spent the night sprawled across the
floor after a few too many. After the vibrant little
creatures were killed, I thought I should report

i the incident to Mr. Seilers himself, like any other
devoted Sielers fan would. When I did tell the man
in charge (I knew he was in charge because I once
saw himcall security on those naughty food fight
participants) about our pleasant experience, he
simply replied, "Sorry about that, but the bug man
comes on Tuesdays."
Considering the amount of money my parents
and I pool for me to eat at Seilers, I expect a little
better response when something unfortunate like
this happens. The man in charge had a very nonchalant attitude about what is a health risk and
very unsettling. He gave me his rather stupid
response, then brushed me aside. Leaving it up
to " the bug man" on Tuesday. BON APPETITE,
Marty Kellaher '88
Accounting

0f Stags Performance

To the Editor:
I was very dismayed by the unwarranted attacks
on the Fairfield student body in a past issue of
the Mirror, concerning the support of the basketball program. The student body has packed the
Alumni Hall for every game and have been supportive even in the games where the team has
played poorly. At other schools the students would
have abandoned their losing program long ago,
and demanded a change in coaching. An empty
gymnasium is something the team has not seen
this year and is unlikely to see no matter how
much the team falters.
What the student body would like to see is a
strong commitment to building a better program,
and thus reversing this downward trend. As I
watched a North Carolina State versus S.M.U.
basketball game, I was reminded of how a former lona coach, Jim Vaivano, turned a losing pro-

'

gram into National Champions in three short
years. While I'm not advocating Fairfield become
! National Champions, A MAAC champion would
be a reasonable goal to set for the near future.
Success breeds itself from strong coaching and
a desire to win. As a spectator I have witnessed
a passionate desire to win on the part of all the
players. I also believe the students have shown
that same desire to see winning basketball back
at Fairfield University. Contrary to the belief of
some, the students at Fairfield never root to lose
but back their team at every game. I think it
is a grave mistake to advocate the students to stop
participating in Fairfield Athletics. Instead, continued support might send a message to the administration that the students and the alumni take
their basketball seriously.
Richard J. Craig '87
Politics

Why Snowball Was Postponed
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to the numerous calls
we've received concerning the date of Snowball.
As you are aware of by now, Snowball, traditionally held in February, has regrettably been schedEDITORIAL BOARD
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uled for March 22. This date was not by choice,
but due to scheduling difficulties encountered in
the course of planning with the Campus Center.
The dance was initially scheduled for Feb. 16, the
Saturday of a three day weekend. Realizing a
great number of students will be going on Spring
Break, this weekend provided the ideal opportunity for them to go home befoe vacation and result
in low dance attendance. Attempts to change the
date were met with conflicts. Feb. 15 was offered,
but it would not have provided anymore of an incentive to remain on campus for a three day
weekend than Feb. 16 offered. Further effort
showed that almost every weekend was reserved
for a 'special event' even though it was not certain if, indeed, a 'special event' was to be held

on that day or what it would, in fact, be. A case
in point is the Beach Party which was to be held
Feb. 9 but then was re-scheduled for Feb. 23
another 'special event' date. Although this rescheduling provided an opportunity to hold Snowball on Feb. 9, the Campus Center felt that there
was not enough time to adequately plan the event
and the request was denied. The only 'open' date
left was March 23, but this was changed when
the Campus Center realized they already had
something scheduled for that night. As of now,
and barring any other oversights or catastrophes,
Snowball will be held Friday, March 22, at 9:00
p.m. in the Cafeteria. Although Mudball may indeed be a more appropriate name for it this year,
it is hoped all will look forward to the dance the

Missing Pages Of U.S. History
by Ralph L. Oavis
February is Black History Month. This month
has been designated as the time to reflect on the
accomplishments, setbacks, and gains of the
Afro-American. Why is it important to spend a
month in recognition of Black History? It is important because for generations students have
been taught that Blacks have only served this
country as slaves. Unfortunately, the end results
of these teachings have created superior attitudes
in most white children and humble, inferior attitudes in most black children. Because of racism
and a gallant effort of the United States to degrade
the Afro-American, Black history has been kept
out of the classrooms.

The purpose of Black History Month is to include that part of American history that has been
left out. It is hoped that by recognizing Blacks,
young and old people will learn that AfroAmericans are not only equal, but have been
equally important in the development of this country. Here we can now say that Black history is,
in true essence, the missing pages of American
history or to a larger degree world history. Black
History Month is not reserved for Blacks only, but
it is for all people who have been cheated out of
a full education. I hope everyone who reads this
article is now very upset because you have been
cheated out of an education. Fortunately, it is not
too late for all of us to study and learn about the
mssing pages of American History.

weekend after break. The tanned bodies of the
returning vacationers will be in keeping with this
year's South Pacific theme.
Susan Kania, AED
Steve Hauser, AED

Letter Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to
Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow the policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65
margin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m.
Saturday evening for publication the following Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror
property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
letters. Letters must be free of personal attacks, inaccurate factual
material, and all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
• a face to face basis, so that room can be
reserved for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear.
The Board's decision is final.
'■■■. I
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Boitaho Discusses Drugs and Behavior

Personalities Of Average Campus Pot Smokers
by Frank Sheridan

My subjects, who I'll call Bill and Bob, have
been smoking at least twice a day regularly, two
years and one year, respectively. Both know about
twenty other students who get high at least as
much or more than they do and dozens of other
'weekend users'. These people are evenly distributed throughout the Quad, Orient, Townhouses, and off-campus boarders. Bill says that
there are no identifiable, stereotypical traits.
Heavy users exist in all areas of student life. He
maintains any stereotypical way of life or appearance is a misnomer and accounts it to TV caricatures and documentaries with the "Reefer
Madness" attitude.
According to both subjects, it is not difficult to
balance getting high and a regular class schedule. Taking primarily afternoon classes allows
them to sleep twelve hours a day. Both feel the
increase in sleep to be a physical side effect of
marijuana, but Dr. Boitano disagrees. He maintains that excessive sleeping could be a
manifestation of an "amotivational syndrome"
prevalent in many smokers, which is an escape
mechanism. Both subjects' grades have remained fairly stable throughout. Bill gets high before classes like philosophy and English because
he feels the drug produces a state where ideas
flow more freely. He becomes more talkative and
more willing to offer his thoughts into a class discussion, and creativity is heightened. Classes in
mathematics and foreign languages, however, require more precision and Bill believes getting high
is not as helpful for these subjects. Bill finds it
easier to study while high, because while coming down, "things impress harder" and stay
longer in his mind.

An article in the January twenty-second issue
of the New York Times dealth with the issue of
marijuana use on the average college campus.
Of the students surveyed, "Half as many favor
legalization of marijuana as in 1977 whenslightly more than fifty percent supported it." There are
obvious indications that general drug consumption is down, and marijuana, the most common
non-legal (psychoactive) drug, is no exception.
Yet according to Marijuana and Health, written by
the Institute of Medicine, 68.2 percent of the people, twenty-one million, between eighteen and
twenty-five have experimented with marijuana.
This article addresses marijuana use on our
campus.
I sought out and interviewed two daily marijuana users then critiqued my information with Dr.
John Boitano, Professor of Psychology, who has
taught "Drugs and Behavior" here for fifteen
years and has served as expert witness in three
murder trials where the use of drugs was involved.
Interviewing only two people, regardless how
knowledgeable they are, has inherent problems.
The information presented is by no means complete nor completely objective. It is an attempt to
link individual cases, not forgetting the unique
nature of the person, to the larger context. My goal
is to gain a perspective and an awareness of the
issue. Dr. Boitano adds, "While it may be difficult
to generalize from case studies to the entire population, it is possible through an in-depth survey
to discern regularity and/or a patterning of behavior which is always suggestive of behavior being organized around some principles."
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ROUND TRIP MOTORCOACH TRANSPORTATION

I naively asked whether obtaining marijuana
was ever a problem on campus and how long it
took to get more. He laughed, "I could have pot
in ten minutes." Apparently marijuana is available on campus or off, but some suppliers are more
risky than others. Both Bill and Bob attribute the
prevalent use of marijuana on campus to its relative availability.
Both subjects smoke for complex reasons. The
primary reason both smoke is because it is fun.
Quite a few of their other friends smoke, and socializing is more fun while high. Bill feels bursts
of energy and'enjoys athletics while high. Bob
enjoys getting high and sleeping. Both agree that
marijuana heightens and enhances sexual situations.
But there is another side to their argument. Both
find the social atmosphere at Fairfield can be boring and the people to be "bogus." Bob says he
has a "terminal case of loneliness" here and that
he doesn't even think about getting high at home.
They find they are able to laugh off their problems
and some of the people more easily when they
are high. Yet they do experience problems
through their involvement with the-drug. Both are
sensitive to the criticism of friends and the ostracism of the judgemental who categorize them as
"stoners" and "wastes" and remain aloof and
snobbish. Both worry about overuse, yet have
been able to stop for short periods at will. Neither
feel the compulsion nor the desire to stop permanently. Bill also has occasional bouts of insomnia, paranoia, and backache pain while high.
Despite the ill effects, both still consider alco-

hoi more damaging than marijuana. Dr. Boitano
agrees, "alcohol is the more deadly of the two
compounds," as alcohol is a physically addictive
drug that can cause death through withdrawal.
However, Dr. Boitano is quick to add that marijuana has been in circulation for a very short time
compared to alcohol, and the long term effects
are largely unknown. Bill feels there are people
ruining themselves through marijuana, but many
more are drinking themselves away. He finds himself drinking much less than he previously had
and is no longer haunted 'the day after' by a headsplitting hangover. He also knows of no case
where anyone died or was injured through an
overdose of marijuana, yet knows several cases
of near-death experiences through the overconsumption of alcohol. Yet marijuana is not a
harmless substance. According to Marijuana and
Health, marijuana causes, besides the ill effects
suffered by the two subjects, permanent changes
in the nervous system, impairs short term
memory, and aggravates cardiovascular disease.
Dr. Boitano also commented that he felt overall drug use has decreased over the past several
years. He cites a return to basic values and a
greater willingness among students to work as
reasons for this decline. He also feels students
are using drugs more carefully than they have
been used in the past.
Since marijuana is such a relatively new drug,
it appears the zealots subscribing to either side
will be locked in acrimonious debate until hard
evidence on the long term effects is known.

Student Nurses Answer
Campus Health Questions
Are you sick of health problems that you can't
solve? Do yqjj have trouble coping with stress?
Do you think you have anorexia or bulemia? Do
you ever wake up unable to remember what you
did the night before? Do you need accurate information on birth control? Finally, here is a step
you can make towards solving these and other
endless questions. Write N.E.D.S. for the latest
and greatest health advice ever to be published
in the Mirror\

This column is specially designed for students
to write to N.E.D.S. about anything which may be
of concern. The nursing staff writing for the Mirror is ready to research and answer your letters
in the column which will appear each week.
Send all letters to N.E.D.S., Box 2094. Have no
fear...anonymity is guaranteed!
Yvette Eagan FUSN
Kelli Nannery FUSN
Maureen P. Wendorff FUSN

9 Days • 7 Nights
DAYTONA
BEACH

FORT 1AUDERDALE
BOOK EARLY!
Limited Hotel Space in
Ft. Lauderdale and .
Daytona Beach

• TRIP DATES •

TOUR RATE
INCLUDES:

March 2 - March 9
March 9- March 16
March 16 - March 23
March 23 - March 30
March 30 - April 6
April 6-April 13

A

ctyve

Round Trip Transportation
via air conditioned-lavatory
equipped motorcoach to
Daytona Beach and Ft.
Lauderdale.
Convenient Departure
Points.

TRANSPORTATION: Round trip transportation is available on our coaches Motorcoaches depart Irom
itltwi tins tenitm.ils in major cities Seivice is express making only food stops (Departure times and dates have
been rarelully planned to coincide with the check-m-time of the hotels. Coaches depart on Friday and arrive
II.II* the liillowinii Sunday Oeii.iruiri! dates are Mar 1 return Mar. 10. Mar. R return Mar. 1 "/.Mar 1fj return
Mar 24. Mar. 22 return Mar. 31. Mar 29 return Apr 7. Apr. 5 return Apr. 14 Coaches are the most modern
up-to-date models with reclining seats end are fully air conditioned and lavatory equipped lor your comfort
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252-02 Northern Boulevard • Little Neck, New York 11363
New York City
Long Island
Westchester
New Jersey
718-631-3800
516-222-0155
914-997-0140
201-623-4868

1426 Post Rd.
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Mike's Pizza
TAKE OUT ORDERS
-GRINDERSSpecial Mike's Calzones
or Turnover Pizzas
10% DISCOUNT W/F.U.I.D.
FAIRFIELD

255-2292

Cold Kegs and Beer Balls
always in stock

PARKING IN BACK OF STORE
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•' 1560 POST RQAD, FAIRFIELD
•
Open Daily 11 am-11 pm,
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M
Sunday 2 pm-11 pm
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Rated #1 by Boston Magazine

259-3893
,

DISCOUNT LIQUOR
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Barber Serville

•i
•!

1474 Post Road 259-

Buy 1
Get 1
FREE
Same price or less!

*£SK5

57 Unquowa Road
Galleria Building
Fairfield

*

& (Up hill from Community Theatre) |

255-4472
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Famine Aid Increase

More

Must Be Taken Toward African Crisis

by Paul Farrand
[Paul Farrand is a member of the Faith and
Justice Coalition]
In recent months the tragedy of hundreds of
thousands of starving Ethiopians has been
brought to our attention. Individual Americans,
relief agencies and the United States government
have responded by sending large quantities of
food to Ethiopia. In October more than $132 million in food aid was approved for Africa, of which
$51.2 million went to Ethiopia. While the United
States has responded to the situation, the
problem still exists and more food aid and longterm economic development aid is needed in order to prevent additional deaths.
As of November 27, African countries were
reporting food shortages or famine situations.
When a whole region is poor and sustains a longterm drought, massive and timely help from other
parts of the world is essential or starvation will
become widespread. That is what's happening
in Africa now, but we can do something to prevent the starvation from becoming widespread.
On Tuesday February 26 the Faith and Justice
Coalition will sponsor A Call to Action on the African Crisis. The purpose of the Call to Action is
to increase awareness of the current famine situation in Africa and to take political action toward
a solution to the problem. Political action involves
writing to our members of Congress urging them
to support short and long-term responses to the
crisis.
There are currently two bills in Congress dealing with the famine situation in Africa. The first
bill, the Africa Relief and Recovery Act, would provide $610 million in emergency food aid to Africa
and $406 million in emergency non-food aid.
Emergency non-food aid includes money for increased medical supplies and improved transportation services so that food can reach the
people faster. Improved transportation services
will also enable food to reach the people before
it spoils.
The Africa Relief and Recovery Act is a shortterm response to the famine. Long-term
responses are vital in order to insure that in the
future Africa will be more self-sufficient and
productive. The Food Assistance and Africa
Agriculture Act would respond to this long-term
need.

This act would increase support for African
farmers and landless laborers to develop appropriate systems of agriculture so that they can
grow more of their own food. The Act would also
improve the United States system of responding
to food emergencies before they reach famine
proportions.
I strongly urge everyone to participate in writing letters to their members of Congress urging
them to pass these bills that are vital to overcoming the famine in Africa. Tables will be set up in
the Campus Center Lobby on Tuesday, February
26, during lunch and dinner, to make it convenient

for people to participate. Members of the Faith
and Justice coalition will be there to answer questions and assist anyone who needs it.

Letter writing doesn't take much time and is
very effective. Letters should be very brief and
to the point. Also, letters are a very effective way
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of encouraging Congress to vote for a bill.
Representative Morris Udall of Arizona states that
"My mailbag is my best hot line to the people back
home. On several occasions a single, thoughtful, factually persuasive letter did change my
mind."

"We have seen pictures
of starving Africans.
Many of us have contributed to reiief efforts.
But there is something
more we can do."
We have seen pictures of starving Africans.
Many of us have contributed to relief efforts. But
there is something more we can do. We can help
obtain a larger national committment to people
in Africa, where 150 million could die of starvation. I urge everyone on Tuesday to write a letter
to their members of Congress encouraging them
to support the Africa Relief and Recovery Act and
the Food Assistance and Africa Agriculture Act.
As Senator Paul Simon from Illinois states,
"Someone who sits down and writes a letter about
hunger almost literally has to be saving a life."

v
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CHINESE FOOD TO TAKE OUT
:*
RIVERSIDE PLAZA, 170 POST RD., FAIRFIELD, CONN.
OPEN 7 DAYS 11 AM-10:30 PM FRI. & SAT. 11 AM-11:30 PM SUN. 12 NOON-10:00 PM
Tel. 259-0044, 2594)036

You can look better and healthier...
Get an enviable tan, day or nightl
Tan in the convenient alternative
to sunbathing at the beach with
Tanique's new "A" Tanning System.

HANSEN'S FLOWER SHOP
& GREENHOUSES
345 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

255-0461

Our tanning system utilizes the safest
and most effective tanning rays (UV.-A)
emitted by the sun.
NOW THERE'S TIME FOR A TAN
With this preferred method of tanning,
it only takes up to 15 minutes per
session [2 or 3 visits per week) in the
privacy of our new booths. And you
also have freedom of movement that
confining "beds" don't allow.

s&Z'%W

SPLIT KEY RING

Plus, 40 lamps in each booth ensure
time-saving beach tanning results,
day or night.

BngraverRVorld
1555 Post Road, Fairfield Center
255-4432 Mon.-Sat. 10-5, Fri. 'til 8

Come to "the little isle on the Post Road"
in Fairfield. Start on your way to looking
better and healthier with an enviable
great tanl

air Explosion

No appointment necessary.
Come in for a
COMPLIMENTARY SESSION

tanning center
Proven customer satisfaction
year after year

Our convenient "A" tanning system utilizes the most
effective tanning rays emitted by the sun |U.V.-A).

Our exclusive TAN-UP package includes free
personal protective eyewear and use of
lotions and moisturizers.

Call for more information
Open Monday-Friday II a.m.-8 pm
Saturday, 10 am-6 pm
Sunday Noon - 6:00 pm
(203) 259-7623
1630 Post Road (Exit 21 Conn. Tpke.j
Fairfield Center, CT

Unlock a flood of
compliments with this
Key Ring and Engravable
Tag in 14K Gold Filled of
Sterling Silver.

"Dynamite Cuts for Men and Women"
Are the winter blahs getting to you?
Bring this ad and a friend in for a
dynamite new cut and get the second
cut for half price!
Offer good until March 1st.
Now, don't you feel a little better?
1342 Kings Hwy Cutoff
Fairfield, CT 06430
(opposite Carvels)

/

Call 259-5550
for appointment
Tues.-Sat. 9-5
Thursday evenings
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Strong Strides For Excellence
by Keri Surmanek
Fairfield University has maintained its fine academic reputation and continues to do so through
its admissions policy. As the quality of a Jesuit
education becomes more valuable, Fairfield has
gained the attention of many prospective high
school students, making the admissions staff
more selective with applications. According to the
dean of admissions, Mr. David Flynn, Fairfield has
become a more competitive school on the basis
of what is required of a college-bound student.
The high school record tends to count as the
most important factor in considering an application. A prospective student must present a strong
academic background, rank in the top fortypercent of the class, and have a cumulative average of 85 or better. The SAT scores remain highly significant, considering that next year's
freshmen will have to produce higher scores than
were previously required. Although submitting
ACT scores does help the admissions staff with
another example of the student's capabilities, it
is not required. The interview remains an optional but recommended part of the application procedure. Adding dimension and providing the staff
with another perspective of a student, the interview still proves beneficial. Dean Flynn states,

"I'm pleased with the way the admissions process
is running at Fairfield and the success it has had."
In selecting candidates for acceptance, the admissions staff reviews all applications and votes
on whether a student should be granted acceptance. According to Dean Flynn, the staff searches
for the strong assets in an application that will
prove valuable to the Fairfield community. To enhance the tradition of Fairfield, special consideration is given to children of alumni as well as to
brothers and sisters of current students. In reviewing these applications, all the necessary qualifications must be met to ensure that the Fairfield
education is beneficial.
A combination of factors are responsible for
contributing to the advancement of our academic standards. As Fairfield University gains recognition causing the number of applicants to steadily
grow with each succeessive year, the competitiveness of Fairfield rises. Dean Flynn attributes
this recognition to the positive attitude of the current students and the fine faculty of the school.
He states, "I hope the things that have made us
a strong university continue to make us so in the
future." Indeed, Fairfield University strives to
preserve the tradition and spirit that have made
us what we are today.

BELLARMiNE
ADMINlSTRATi
BUILDING
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What Do The SRT s Really fflean?
by Stephen J. Humes
What does the SAT really mean? This tantalizing question continues to challenge educators
and students alike as its accuracy and usefulness
are put to the test.
The Scholastic Aptitude Test was originally
designed in 1926 to serve as a universal testing
device to help college admissions officers predict
a student's potential. Because not all secondary
schools cover the same material, it was impossible to rate students across the country without
standardized testing.
But today many people claim the SAT isn't the
best way to evaluate college applicants. Last
November, Newsweek reported that some schools
are making the test optional. Bates College in
Maine, Sarah Lawrence College in NY, and the
University of Wisconsin have all reduced the SAT
to an option, and Harvard is considering a similar move. Harvard admissions director William Fitzsimmons indicated that Harvard will begin paying
more attention to achievement tests. "We've noticed over the past several years that achievement-test scores are slightly better predictors of
freshman-year performance than the SATs," says
Fitzsimmons. Some critics of the SAT favor the
approach which increases the use of achievement
tests.
But Brown University dean of admissions
James Rogers was quoted in the same report say-

ing, "We don't put great weight on SAT scores,
but they are useful." Rogers continued, "Any bit
of information helps. I'm very cynical of the motives of those schools that give up SATs."
The trend is for students to submit SAT scores
to schools even if they are only optional .Furthermore, these same schools still tend to advertise
SAT scores in recruiting material anyway.
An interesting point worth noting is that in 1977
only 1,183 schools used the SAT. But that figure
rose to 1,562 last year. So while controversy surrounds the SAT, the test is used by more colleges.
While the ultimate purpose of the SAT is to help
rate potentials for high school seniors, the test
has become a marketing tool for college admissions. Newsweek said "The colleges' motives
may have more to do with marketing than with
admissions, but that only confirms the entrenched
nature of the SAT as a popular educational standard that somehow transcends the purpose for
which it is designed." By "transcends" Newsweek
refers to the current practice of publishing SAT
averages to prospective applicants and other interested people for the purpose of gaining recognition.
More colleges seem to be using the SAT as just
one indicator of the many they use to evaluate
students. Other, perhaps more important factors
are: grade-point averages, rank in class, and
achievement test scores. And yet most schools
feel the SAT has an overblown importance in the
minds of applicants and their parents.
[reported by Marie Tria]

Tour groups leave Bellarmine five times daily.
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by Thomas P. Moore
Memories of the admissions interview range from disturbing questions!
sations that did not seem serious. Recently my cousin, a senior at a girl
into Bellarmine, and had to wait an extra twenty minutes for her "interrogl
The admissions officer posed the question of how one of her friends would!
that it can't be printed without being confusing. Debbie said that she haf
for her to stumble out of the office in a stupor, exhausted by a serious i
much the admissions interviews had changed since I was a young mail
Two high school classmates of mine from Baltimore who never did decf
they had no choice though) sat in a small waiting room in Canisius as I'
I had set up an appointment but when we got to school, our. names wer«|
a car full of 17-year-olds. We bargained for a group interview. The two (.
it. They were not talkative, they were not dressed for the meeting, (We I
of the Penfield Beach pavillion) I think they put clean shirts on but no c<j
the posh environment which now surround the admissions office.
The man who interviewed us was relaxed. No stress here. He was happy]
were doing well that year and at one point we discussed sitting in Memoi|
summer sunshine.
Another memory that a sophomore related to me told of a woman who t
and an obstinate attitude. No pleasant memories of sitting in Bellarmine hj
view. This was after a drive from Lowell, Mass., not a casual trip for son
decided to come here though. This is what matters, right?
Some people tell of the experience as being not bad, the admission |
it depends on who you are lucky enough to get.
For the seniors who apply here who go to Jesuit high schools or who livl
are Jesuits on the admissions staff who travel to the high schools on the I
presentations and interviews on the students' home campus. This way t|
having an interview done as well as the convenience of not having to travj
to twenty minutes and get asked obnoxious questions.
There are different ways to do the admissions experience. Whether you
pus or you get off the hook and do one at your own high school or you
thing and apply without an interview, it takes confidence but someone I
look at the place, you don't have to tell admissions, just sneak on campus |
you can even casually saunter into Bellarmine and take a look at all of th
appointment.
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385: 'What's at Ail About?
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ELLARMINE
DMINISTRATION
UILDIN6
High school seniors Tom Breen and Janet Brown said Fairfield is their first choice as
they looked around last Saturday.

' M

Outside Looks In

Stephen J. Humes
\LD

by Stephen J. Humes

UhJlvEKSlTY

For high school seniors, Fairfield University is
the place to go said two applicants touring the
campus last Saturday.
Tom Breen of Manhasset, NY. and Janet Brown
of Farmingdale, NY. both said Fairfield was their
first choice for college next fall. Tom said, "The
campus is really nice and I want to play hockey
here." He added, "Fairfield has a good reputation back at home." Tom Breen attends
Chalminade High School and wants to major in
Business. Each year, 15 or more students apply
to Fairfield from his high school.
"It's like the kind of campus I imagined when
I thought of 'college,' " Janet said. "I really want
to come here." Janet wants to major in Nursing.
She currently attends St. John the Baptist High
School.
Both Janet and Tom said they were applying
to other schools such as Providence, Villanova,
Malloy, and St. Michael's but that Fairfield is their
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favorite. They added that they feel Fairfield is the
most competitive school they are considering and
feel that Fairfield University is a popular choice
back home.
Fairfield is a favorite for Paul Carroll as well.
As a freshman majoring in Finance, Paul remembers the feeling of being on the other side as a
high school senior. "I think I made the right choice
... I didn't want to go to a big school because
at Fairfield you have a better chance of meeting
everyone ... it's a smaller community." Paul added, "I felt Fairfield was competitive due to the
high school average SAT scores and because the
number of applicants was high."
Unlike upperclassmen at Fairfield University,
today's freshmen, like Paul Carroll, and high
school seniors have to contend with a much different application. The application for admission
now has essays and is much more involved than
the simple application which it replaced. Paul
said, "Last year, we had to write essays ... it was
a lot of pressure."

Inside Looks Out
/*

mones...
by Thomas P. Moore
Ige from disturbing questions that put people on edge to relaxing conver' my cousin, a senior at a girls' Catholic high school in Baltimore, went
pnty minutes for her "interrogation." She said she had a tough question.
f how one of her friends would describe herself. It's such a weird question
ling. Debbie said that she handled it though. I sat in Bellarmine waiting
por, exhausted by a serious round of probing queries, thoughts of how
bed since I was a young man, a senior in high school.
[Baltimore who never did decide to go here, (from what I can remember
Jiting room in Canisius as I "bargained" for an interview. As far as I knew
ot to school, our. names were not there. This is after a six hour drive by
i group interview. The two guys that were with me were not really into
bssed for the meeting, (We had changed our clothes in the parking lot
Iput clean shirts on but no coats or ties. Canisius was nothing close to
I the admissions office.
"Jo stress here. He was happy to see we were from Baltimore, the Orioles
> discussed sitting in Memorial Stadium and drinking cold beers in the
I to me told of a woman who tried to intimidate her with tough questions
kries of sitting in Bellarmine here. She said it was her worst college interss., not a casual trip for someone to make. The bottom line is that she
J matters, right?
ing not bad, the admission person told some jokes they say. It seems

Iget.
Jesuit high schools or who live close, can set up an appointment. There
I to the high schools on the eastern seaboard and the east area to do
' home campus. This way the students' application gets the boost of
pnience of not having to travel for hours just to sit in an office for fifteen
I questions.
bns experience. Whether you drag yourself up to Fairfield's lovely campur own high school or you can even choose to "blow off" the whole
i confidence but someone has to have it. It would help just to take a
jsions, just sneak on campus and nose around. If you're brave enough,
ie and take a look at all of the people sweating it out, waiting for their

Paul Carroll '88 looks back on last year's admissions process.
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BEER WASH MEANT TO BE COOKED
Back in the days of rag-time
music, there was no such thing
as bottled beer or beer in cans.
Those were the great days
of draft beer, fresh from the
keg.
Like the draft they brewed
at Frederic Millers old Plank
Road Brewery. It had a taste
as smooth and fresh as the new
jazz music itself.
A taste that's hard to find in
todays bottles and cans.
Because most beers, in bottles
and cans, are pasteurized.
Cooked to 140 degrees to

N

preserve their shelf life. So
they lose that fresh, draft
taste.
But now there's a bottled
beer that's not cooked. It's
specially cold-filtered instead. To keep the true
taste of fresh draft.
Introducing Plank Road
Original Draught. It tastes
as fresh from the bottle as
it does from the keg.

PLANK
ROAD
Original Draught
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Dr. Grassi Reflects On The Change In Students
by Melissa Campanelli
Soon the students of Fairfield University's class
of 1985 will be graduating, and they have come
quite a long way. They will be the 43rd class to
graduate since Fairfield opened its doors as an
institution of higher learning in 1942.
One of the professors who has been with the
university for 23 of its 42 years is Dr. Joseph Grassi, chairman of the Philosophy department. He
has taught many students; and has seen many
come and go. He has gotten close to many students and seen them grow into mature adults
ready to face the world head on. He has learned
just as much from them as they have from him.
Originally from Rochester, New York, Dr. Grassi
is a gradute of St. Burns College, and has a Ph.D.
in Philosophy from the University of Buffalo. As
we talked about the students that have come to
Fairfield over the years, it was clear that Dr. Grassi
experiences a great deal of joy and satisfaction
from his teaching.
"I feel the students have changed in one substantial way," he states. "Although it seems to be
a contradiction, students today are much brighter, but not as gooaVTheir SAT scores are higher,
but they are less concerned with academia, as
a whole." Dr. Grassi continued stating that today
students are more interested in obtaining a good
grade to get a good job, rather than being concerned with the whole experience of education.
Today, he feels the students have more ability than
ever before, but they aren't putting their energies
in the right place. What Dr. Grassi likes most about
Fairfield students, in general, is that they are
"good, bright individuals."
The university, in itself, has changed in numerous ways throughout the years. First it has become coed, and, it used to be solely a Liberal Arts
school, now the School of Business and the
School of Nursing have been added. Men were
required to wear jackets and ties, and mass was
compulsory. Students had to go a certain number of times per week. Dormitories were run strictly; passes had to be given but if you wanted to
leave. Also the university had a strong emphasis
on Philosophy and Theology—eighteen hours of
credit were required. Although Liberal Arts is still
stressed, it is not as stressed as it used to be, and
this, Dr. Grassi feels, is a problem.
"Liberal Arts is more important today, than it
ever was before," he states. "In today's world, people are required to be able to think well, and this

is precisely what Liberal Arts teaches us. Liberal
Arts majors are trained to analyze, deduct, and
come to straight, clear conclusions. These qualities are most important today," asserts Grassi.
Since Fairfield opened its doors, the same type
of students (students from upper to middle class
families) have entered. It is more diversified today, however, because now that the school has
become more renowned, students come from all
over the nation, instead of coming from a small
radius, as they used to.
Dr. Grassi remembers that in the 1960's students were more socially minded than they are
today. Alot of protesting went on, for the students
were basically anti-war. They were involved in
school activities more than they are today. Meetings were held with committees composed of students, faculty, and administration, regarding the
possibility of having a tripartite government within the school. Students wanted a say in how their
school was to be run, and there were many discussions taking place, and many decisions being made..The tripartite government never
worked, but students did get the school to make
changes. At one point, they even took over some
buildings, including Xavier Hall.
The quality of education has improved, Dr.
Grassi feels, as well as the faculty. There are more
teachers and more diversified courses offered.
Dr. Grassi feels, as well, that students should take
more advantage of their teacher's office hours.
"Faculty members are here to talk. If a student
is curious about a subject, for instance, or finds
an idea fascinating, why not discuss it with your
teacher? Students and teachers have an obligation to each other, and each time they visit they
find out something about each other that they
would never have know otherwise," states Grassi.
Students aren't as inquisitive, as theyused to
be, Dr. Grassi added. "In the old days, big discussions went on in the classroom. I know students still have this sense of curiosity, but they
don't act on it as much as they used to."
It is evident how important Dr. Grassi feels education, as a whole, is in today's society. There is
too much emphasis on degrees, rather than education or academia. Hopefully, our school can
change this. If we can just realize how important
our years are here—learning perhaps how we
could help our society today.

CALL THE F.U.S.A.
INFO LINE
255-5411 Ext. 2685
* TICKET INFO.

Dr. Joseph G. Grassi, Professor of Philosophy and Coach of the Men's Tennis Team, received
his Ph.D. in Philosophy from the University of Buffalo.
[Photo by Michelle Byrd]

I FEATURES 1
RESEARCH PAPERS
14,789 to choose from — all subjects!
Rush $2 for the current 306-page catalog. Custom research & thesis assistance also available.
Research, 11322 Idaho Ave., #206 JC",
Los Angeles, CA 90025 (213) 477-8226.

Typing Services Available
Term Papers, Thesis,
Resumes and Letters.
Call Linda 377-7847

A CUT AHEAD
Precision Hair Cutters
for Men and Women
KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HIGHWAY, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
Hours: Tuesday thru Friday
10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

333-7541
$2.00 off with Fairfield I.D.

* MEETINGS

MONKEY
BUSINESS
The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co.

* CONCERTS
* ACTIVITIES

5b Much More Than Balloons/
Visit our exciting
Card, Gift and Party Shop

1844 Post Rd.
Fairfield, Ct. 06430
easy access from 1-95 exit 21
(across from Zefa Musicland)

Featuring the finest in..

* MEETINGS

greeting cards, gifts, giftwraps, stuffed
animals, potpourri, party goods, stationery,
and lots more.

20% Oil

Any in store purchase with this card only*

CALL 24 HOURS
A DAY

ALSO FEATURING
Balloon Deliveries • Gorillas • Clowns
• Singing Telegrams • Belly Dancers
• Bunnies • Male Strippers • Panda Bears
• Helium Tank Rentals • Decorations
Tasteful • Reasonable • Reliable

Fairfield 255-9896

Balloons and deliveries
not included

Complete Professional Staff—
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by Thomas P. Moore
This movie was only five minutes away while
we were on Christmas Break. The Sono in Norwalk screened "Stop Making Sense" for two
weeks but now the 8th Street Playhouse in the
Village is showing the feature that deals with the
Talking Heads. All you need is eleven dollars for
the round trip train ride and some comfortable
shoes (the walk to the theater is pretty vigorous
but it can be done if you have the time.) It also
. shows on 57th Street in N.Y.C.
The playhouse has speakers hung on the walls
surrounding the seats for some rather realistic
sound. Not seeing David Byrne and company in
concert puts me at disadvantage because the
comparison from live to celluloid can not be made.!
That's too bad.
If it had to split the approximately two hour long
film into two acts, I would say the first half of the

production was not as strong as the second bunch
of songs.
From the opening solo, the band gradually
gathers behind the constantly singing Byrne. By
the mid-point of the film, the whole Talking Heads
effect has been achieved. They are all there, playing away. The momentum picks up at the middle
of the film. The drive to sing out and dance with
the wirey movements of the lead singer is hard
to resist. The crowd that was on hand for the show
that Saturday evening would not have appreciated dancing hoards in the aisles anyway. They all
seemed to be film buffs not music lovers. The
repressing of the urge to jump up and dance
resulted in a strong rocking as we sat, relatively
calm in our seats.
One thing I was expecting as I watched the
quickly passing film, was some footage of non
concert situations. This was a false hope. Except
for a single break for the leader, David Byrne,
when he rest of the band he puts on his show with
transformed themselves into the lightheaded,

looser Tom-Tom Club lead by Byrne's bassist, Tina
Weymouth. Not having any film of him off stage
was a plus because the viewer gets a sense of
the pure concert performance, not a cluttered
enigma is sustained, misrepresentation of what
the group is like in "real life." There is not an inch
of film on what the band members say or do when
they are not making music. Enough of what it is
not. Once again, it was pure performance.
Opening the flick with an acoustic "Psycho
Killer" rendition showed the serious quality of
Byrne's talent. Recollectionnsof Pete Townsend
doing his acoustic "Pin Ball Wizard" entered my
head. Dancing with a floorlamp during "This Must
Be the Place" was a tight scene. Byrne's jerky
dancing is calmed to gracefully optical effects as
he sways with a glowing bulb connected to the
microphone-like lamp. There was something different about this stage move. The combination
of his kinetic energy and the light created some-

thing that was pleasing as well as somewhat humorous.
Another scene was notable because of the
lighting. A portable flood enlarges the band members' silhouettes to towering sizes. Byrne's stage
presence is extraordinary. His grace, his movement and relaxed poise in front of the camera is
almost surprising. The group along with Byrne
takes the whole project of filming their performances in the best way. Hints of smiles who on
the musicians faces while they play on stage with
prancing their leader. Byrne stays up front while
still giving plenty of credit to his fine back up group
they are the Talking Heads, not Byrne himself.
See the film because it is a clean, quickly delivered production that does not get caught up in
the many factors that are associated with doing'
a major concert today. Example, David Byrne, under all of the lights during the show, kepts nearly
buttoned, only opening the collar. This is no
sweaty rock star, he is a musician, with a fine
group.

Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640), (detail) Portrait of Marchesa Brigida Spinola Doria, oil on canvas, The National Gallery of Art, The Marchesa Brigida Spinola Doria was born in Genoa in 1583.
Through birth and marria'ge she was connected with the most powerful and ancient families of'
the city. This striking painting was painted during Ruben's Genoese stay of 1606, and it may have i
been painted to commemorate her wedding the year before. In the nineteenth century the painting was cut down; the preparatory drawing, also exhibited, shows its original format. Part of Baroque Portraiture in Italy of the Wadsworth Antheneum in Hartford.
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U-2 Trivia
by Fred Allen &
Craig Inciardi
1. What is the name of U-2's improvisational song?
2. What's Bono's real name?
What's the Edge's real name?
U-2's producers past & present?
U-2's 1st single released.
'B' side of U-2's first single
What Irish band the Edge's brother in?
8. What area of Dublin do the band members come from? (the nick name)
9. Where was The Unforgetable Fire recorded?
10. What member of U-2 recorded a mini album with Jah Wobble?
Answers next week.

Wanted
30 POSITIONS OPEN
• Order Takers
• Pie Makers
• Management Trainees
• Drivers for Delivery

ii

Hours Are Flexible!

delivery
persons
16330/4030-3

Your nearest location:

DOMINO'S PIZZA
468 Tunxis Hill Rd.
367-9956
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MACIONNA'S

'Like A VinqiN' HITS Top of

by Robert Amoroso
I thought the only beings who took Madonna
seriously were boys from Soho and girls from Dix
Hills. Her first release, titled Madonna, was flavorless despite it possessing plenty of sugar. The
latest, Like a Virgin, eliminates all the artificial ingredients of the first record. The record is inevitably tasty. The charts are illustrating how hot Like
a Virgin is. However, nothing on this effort is overbaked in anyway.
Without question, the most appealing characteristic of Like a Virgin is its diversity. The title cut
is elevated higher than any of the singles off her
first LR It deserves most of the attention it is receiv-
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CHARTS

ing. "Angel" begins with such an incredibly
seductive laugh that is makes her navel a secondary feature. "Dress You Up" and "Pretender"
are two others that clearly outshine her earlier
material. There is so much more staying power
on this disc. No easily forgettable dance tunes
present. The climax comes from "Love Don't Live
Here Anymore." The dramatization here is quite
reminiscent of a Streisand. It reaches such elevated heights.
For many, it is very easy to discard Madonna
for all the wrong reasons. This is a major reason
why Like a Virgin is so pleasing. For now, Madonna has come of age. Let's hope this progress does
not regress. Seriously.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

c

Taste The Greek Food
by Chris Boyd
No other word can describe the 1342 Kings
Highway Cut-off restaurant better than a "sleeper" as this truly fine restaurant continues to serve
up a cuisine that some may say is too good for
Fairfield's average palate. For those of you who
may shy away from Europa's Restaurant and Food
Emporium, my roommate and I say STOP! If you
miss this dining experience you're missing something special. Let me continue...
To start with, Europa is not expensive at all. All
of their entrees are UNDER $4, with the least expensive being the ziti with tomato sauce for $1.75.
Most of the dinners are between 2 and 3 dollars,
but don't let the price fool you. But stop, let's back
up to the appetizers. The evening we were there
out choice was a spanakopita for me, and my
roommate had a small (V2 lb.) Europe Salad, their
own creation. Spanakopita is spinach pie made
with a delicious blend of fetta and ricotta cheeses
in a filo dough. After enjoying our appetizers, we
debated over our choices of entrees. My roommate couldn't decide between a hot steak grinder
with fried onions or (his decision) roast beef with

fried onions and cheese. I was thinking of having a super gyro, which is hailed as "a unique
taste sensation of a special blend of seasoned
lamb and beef broiled on a rotisserie and served
with lettuce, tomato, onion and our very special
cucumber and sour cream sauce" topped with
fetta cheese. I finally decided, however, to have
a souvlaki platter; which is marinated tender
chunks of pork served on a pita with the above
toppings plus a small salad, a spanakopita and
a tyropita.
Though we were fairly bursting at the seams,
we managed to chance dessert, and glad we were
as we discovered that Europa's baklava, kataifi,
and triple chocolate cheese cake were homemade (as are all dishes). The baklava was our
compromise (we split a piece) and was an enormous wedge with a crust that would put Grandma to shame. Naturally the culinary credit goes
justifiably to the whole family, who each have a
hand in making the food fresh daily. All the spices
are added by Dimos Mitas, who obviously learned
his Greek craft well from a family that has been
in the Greek restaurant business for 3 generations.

Find out why learning self-defense is more than a
good way to protect yourself—it's an enjoyable way
to stay in shape—a way to release tension-or it can
be an exciting hobby!

Register for 2 months and
receive ABSOLUTELY FREE
A. One additional month of instruction.
B. Complete karate uniform & belt. •
Present college I.D., receive additional 10% off!
Over 150 locations. Group and private classes for men, women & children

FRED VILLARI'S
STUDIOS OF SELF DEFENSE
63 Unquowa Road (lower level)

can 254-3790

FOLLOW TH€

MfMC BflSKCTftflll
TOURNRMCNT
at Meciclowlancls Arena
Feb. 28, Mar. 2, 4, T 985
Special Student MAFIC PACKage Rate — $10.00!!!
(includes all sessions — four doubleheoders)
Single Session Student Rote — $5.00
NCAA

n

MRRC PRCKage Must Be Purchased Rt Vour Campus Ticket Office.
Back Vour Team When They Need Vou Most! MRflC PRCK Buyers Receive Priority Seating!
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Finally! Stags Stun lona, 73-71, #1 Falls
by Joe OiPietro
Usually, I get excited when Fairfield plays lona.
This time I didn't. I even went home for the
weekend.
On Sunday, I thumbed through the list of college basketball scores in the newspaper. The winners are listed alphabetically, so I looked for the
I's. All that was there was Ipswich St. 70 Perkins
Institute 63. I raced toward the F's and there it
was: Fairfield 73 lona 71. It didn't make sense.
Since MAAC play began, lona had beaten the
Stags seven straight times. Fairfield's last win over
lona was a 78-76 decision during the 1977-78 season. Overall it was a ten game losing streak.
Keys in the Stag win were aggressive defense,
clutch foul shooting, and coolness under pressure (is that Fairfield we're talking about?) Also,
the performance of Tony George didn't hurt matters much.
The junior guard scored a game-high 25 points,
snared five rebounds, and dished out four assists
to give the Stags their second MAAC win in a row.
Last Tuesday, Fairfield nipped Army 67-66.
With Fairfield trailing 56-46 with 15:04 to play,
George led an impressive comeback. His layup
at 7:17 tied the score at 63 and the teams stayed
that way for more than three minutes, lona had
an even bigger drought earlier in the half. Tough
Stag defense held the Gaels scoreless for 5:55,
and enabled them to pick up momentum.
With the game still knotted, Coach Terry O'Connor went into the triangle offense. A.J. Wynder
drew a foul at 3:47 and nailed both from the line,
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giving Fairfield a 65-63 lead.
After an lona miss, Jeff Gromos hit a one-andone for a four point lead. Foul shots by Rory
Grimes at 3:02 cut the advantage to two.
lona had a chance to tie the game with 1:29
left, but Tony Hargraves missed and George rebounded. The Stags turned it over but Grimes
returned the favor by traveling at 1:21. Fairfield
then stalled until Troy Truesdale fouled Gromos
with 38 seconds remaining. The sophomore
center hit both and the Stags led by four, 69-65.
Grimes drove the length of the court for a layup
right off the foul shots and lona called time out.
Wynder got hacked with :25 left and hit the two
foul shots. But Wendell Walters tipped in a missed
shot to bring it back to two with 16 seconds left
as the Gaels called their final time out.
Ed Golden received the ensuing inbounds pass
and was immediately fouled. He.hit the first, Fairfield's tenth straight from the line, but missed the
second.
lona came back down and once again, Walters
tipped in a missed shot. Hargraves then fouled
George intentionally. George missed the first but,
after a Fairfield time out, canned the second, lona
then threw a long pass downcourt, where Richie
Simmonds' top of the key jumper fell short.
In upping its record to 10-13 overall and 3-7 in
the MAAC, Fairfield won its first home game since
a 73-64 win over New Hampshire last Dec. 15. If
the Stags win their remaining four games, they
will have a winning season.

SPORTS 1
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Jeff Gromos goes over double coverage in Fairfield's 73-71 win over \ona.[PhotobyAmaniHefzalfah]

Hockey Team Wins Three Out Of Four
by Kerin Scahill
If pucks were made of gold, Tom McKeon
would've banked a life's savings this past week.
Displaying unbelievable finesse, McKeon sent in
6 goals and had 3 assists, giving him an outstanding 9 points in 2 games.
Plagued by injuries for most of last year, he has
come back fighting this season, although still not
completely free of injury. This firstline junior has
been playing with a hurt shoulder but has overcome this handicap and led the Stags in scoring
this week.
Coming off their 4-3 overtime victory against
St. Michael's with high hopes the Stags launched
into their game against Southeastern Mass.
University this past Monday night. But SMU
showed no remorse as they popped Fairfield's balloon with a 10-2 win. Frank Messina netted both
of the Stag goals. Defense seemed to be the
problem as John Cardinali, who played a great
game, was forced to make 45 saves.
Undeterred by their loss, Fairfield came back
to upset Quinnipiac 8-4 on Wednesday. This victory was especially sweet as earlier in the year,
the Stags had lost to this same team, 9-3.
Keeping the first period from being scoreless,
The Braves sent in a goal with a minute left of
the period. But Fairfield didn't allow them to hold
the upper hand for long. To begin the second period, Jack Smith evened the score with a nice shot
directly in front.

A pair of goals sent in only one minute apart
by Tom McKeon and Tim Hooton fortified the Stag
advantage and helped them to a quick 3-1 lead.
Following another Quinnipiac goal, Fairfield
found themselves shorthanded in the last minutes
of the second period.
This handicap did not stop the Stags, as they
demonstrated smart penalty killing. Although they
have not capitalized much on the numerous
powerplay opportunities they've had this season,
the Stags do show fantastic determination while
they are shorthanded.
With a mere 51 seconds left in the period and
Fairfield still shorthanded, McKeon saw a chance
to light the scoreboard up in their favor. He saved
the puck from his zone, swiftly carried it down the
ice and, catching the Braves' goalie unprepared,
sent the puck sailing into the corner of the net.
Not yet at ease with the two goal lead, Steve
O'Neill directed a quick rebound towards the net.
Following suit, sophomore defenseman Ron Ferrero, who himself had three assists in the game,
dished the puck over to a waiting Smith, who
ripped home a shot that caught the back corner.
The scoreboard reading 6-3, and only five
minutes left in regulation time, suddenly all was
not well on the ice. What had started out as only
a skirmish between Smith and one of the Braves
erupted into a bench-clearer between the two
teams. Five players from each team were given
four minute major penalties and on top of that two
Quinnipiac players were disqualified from the
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game for extreme unruly and unsportsmanlike
behavior.
Fairfield's goals came from McKeon, who had
a hat trick, and Tom Geraghty, who caught a nice
pass from Ferrero.
Lehigh University was next as Fairfield
achieved victory once again, coming home with
a 6-1 decision.
The first period had gone scoreless but was
more than made up for in the second period when
the Stags scored four goals to Lehigh's one.
Messina started the demolition with an assist
coming from Paul Fabbri. This goal was soon followed by Lehigh's only score of the evening which
they sent in while we were shorthanded.
Tom Festa, first lineman, pulled Fairfield ahead
to a 2-1 lead which was all the initiative the Stags
needed to continue their scoring brigade. Festa
caught a Hooton pass and carried it goal to goal
and sent it sailing past the defenseless Lehigh
goalie.
Messina and Fabbri, proving to be an unbeatable team, connected once again to net goal number four.
McKeon scored each of his three goals with
a breath-taking ease. The first was a backhanded, unassisted shot, quickly followed by a slapshot, and a handsome shorthanded goal to
complete the 6-1 destruction.
This hat trick marked McKeon's 22nd goal,
which, added to his 18 assists, give him a total
of 40 points in the season thus far.
McKeon was not the only player to be in the
lights though. Freshman Charlie Bergin played
in goal for the Stags and looked stellar as he made
save upon save. Standing as a brick wall, Lehigh
found he could not be beaten, watching him stop
an incredible 44 of their shots.
Having won three of their last four games, the
Stags hope to complete the season on the right
track. They played lona on Tuesday and will play
their last home game on Saturday.
Anyone wishing to see tremendous talent and
fast-paced action should come to the Bridgeport
Ice Arena at 8 on Saturday to cheer the Stags on
against SMU.

"Sometimes, late at night, a passion lurks
in men, a passion that can only be satisfied
one way: ESPN."
Maybe some of you have seen that commercial, where the young man (me) is lying
in bed next to his beautiful wife, totally disregarding her femininity, dreaming of a college basketball game. Then, he realizes he
has ESPN.
I realized I had ESPN a long time ago. My
schedule has been built around it: Monday:
8:00—Big East Game of the Week; Tuesday:
8:00 Big East Game, 10:00 Second game of
doubleheader; Wednesday: 8:00-ACC
Doubleheader; Thursday etc.
If you are not following Big East basketball
you are queer. I challenge anyone to find
something more exciting to do on a Monday
night or Saturday afternoon. The only thing
possible that could keep you away is color man

Passion
by Joe DiPietro
Dick Vitale. Vitale is a bald man who sings his
comments. I wish my remote control had a
mute button.
Here's Vitale announcing a Fairfield game:
"And George says 'I don't care if I'm not in the
Big East, I can shoot with anyone,' And hey,
Terry O'Connor, I told you in the locker room
that I wasn't going to tell America that you're
on my All-kuckoo team with that red towel of
yours. But hey, I'm a real shy guy and I hate
to talk."
Still, college basketball in '85 has been
great. This is in part due to the fact that the
#1 team in the nation is from New York. We
also have Chris Mullin, the Doug Flutie of the
metropolitan area. If he becomes a Celtic, I'll
jump.
A word of advice: watch as much TV as you
can. You can yell at it and it doesn't yell back
at you. Dick Vitale never yells back.

Lady Stags Basketball Squad
Stops Lady Gaels 80-69
by Joe DiPietro

Gromos scores two of his 14 points.

[Photo by Amani Hefzallah]

Patrice Wallace-Moore scored a career-high 23
points last Saturday as the Fairfield women's
basketball team beat MAAC foe lona 80-69. The
Lady Stags opened up a 21-4 lead in the first half
en route to the easy victory. Fairfield is now 15-10
overall and 5-5 MAAC.
Senior Alsion Martinsky chipped in with 14
points, including 1000th of her career late in the
first half. She became just the fourth player in Fairfield women's basketball history to reach that
plateau.

Chris McGuinness shone with 20 points and
nine rebounds for Fairfield, while freshman Tasia Turkalo pulled down 11 boards. The Lady
Stags had a 52-37 edge in rebounding. Beside
her 23 points, Wallace-Moore had eight rebounds
and handed out 11 assists.
Fairfield opened up a 72-53 lead in the second
half before lona scored eight straight to close the
gap to 11. But lona could get no closer as Fairfield recorded their second win of the season over
lona. Earlier in the season, the Lady Stags
registered an 84-63 win at lona.

